STUDY ON ELECTROLYTIC REDUCTION WITH CONTROLLED OXYGEN FLOW FOR IRON FROM MOLTEN OXIDE SLAG CONTAINING FeO
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Abstract

An ZrO₂-based solid membrane electrolytic cell with controlled oxygen flow was constructed: graphite rod /[O]/Fe₂⁺/[FeO]/ZrO₂(MgO)/(FeO)/iron crucible. The feasibility of extraction of iron from molten oxide slag containing FeO at an applied voltage was investigated by means of the electrolytic cell. The effects of some important process factors on the FeO electrolytic reduction with the controlled oxygen flow were discussed. The results show that: solid iron can be extracted from molten oxide slag containing FeO at 1450 °C and an applied potential of 4V. These factors, such as precipitation and growth of solid iron dendrites, change of the cathode active area on the inner wall of the iron crucible and ion diffusion flux in the molten slag may affect the electrochemical reaction rate. The reduction for Fe²⁺ ions mainly appears on new iron dendrites of the iron crucible cathode, and a very small amount of iron are also formed on the MSZ (2.18% MgO partially stabilized zirconia) tube/slag interface due to electronic conductance of MSZ tube. Internal electronic current through MSZ tube may change direction at earlier and later electrolytic reduction stage. It has a role of promoting electrolytic reduction for FeO in the molten slag at the earlier stage, but will lower the current efficiency at the later stage. The final reduction ratio of FeO in the molten slag can achieve 99%. A novel electrolytic method with controlled oxygen flow for iron from the molten oxide slag containing FeO was proposed. The theory of electrolytic reduction with the controlled oxygen flow was developed.
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1. Introduction

Currently, the most important way to ironmaking and steelmaking is still that hot metal is obtained by carbon-based reduction of iron ore in the blast furnace, and then refined into steel by oxidation in the converter. This process would inevitably emit large quantities of CO₂ greenhouse gas. It is well known that high-temperature direct electrolysis is a basic method to produce some metals and alloys [1-5]. To solve thoroughly the problem of CO₂ emissions in ironmaking process, several researchers have explored direct electrolysis to prepare iron in recent years, such as the molten salt electrolysis method of G. Haarberg [6] and G.M. Li [7], and the molten oxide electrolysis method of D.R. Sadoway [8-10], et al. However, these electrolytic methods could cause some problems such as low current efficiency, more side effects, difficult to control the applied voltage, and even molten salt (slag) medium itself electrolyzed [7], etc.

In order to overcome these shortcomings of the conventional electrolysis, a ZrO₂-based solid membrane with strong selective permeability for the oxygen ions was employed to constitute the electrolytic cell and isolate the cathode and the anode during electrolysis. Oxygen ions from the molten salt (slag) could be transferred through the ZrO₂-based oxygen-ion membrane by varying the chemical potential difference and applying an external voltage between the electrodes. Thus, an electrolytic method with controlled oxygen flow [11] was built up. As a novel emerging green metallurgical technique, the electrolysis with controlled oxygen flow has many advantages such as short process, high electrolytic efficiency, with emission of O₂ and so on. U.B. Pal and his co-workers have extracted some metals such as Mg [12], Ta [13] and Ti [14] from molten salt medium by utilizing this principle. Y. M. Gao [15,16] has obtained Fe from SiO₂-CaO-Al₂O₃-MgO-FeO slag by external short-circuit galvanic cell. In this work, an external voltage was attempted to apply on the electrolytic cell with controlled oxygen flow to extract iron from SiO₂-CaO-Al₂O₃-MgO-FeO slag.
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2. Experimental principle

Molten oxide slag can be regarded as an ionic melt including oxygen ions and metal ions. The schematic diagram for electrolytic reduction with controlled oxygen flow is shown in Fig. 1. When the applied voltage between the electrodes exceeds the dissociation potential of the electro-active oxide in the molten slag, oxygen ions are pumped out of the slag through the oxygen-ion membrane and are oxidized at the membrane/anode interface, metal ions are reduced at the cathode. In order to investigate the feasibility of extraction of iron from the molten oxide slag containing FeO at the applied voltage, a carbon-saturated molten iron contained inside the MSZ tube instead of an inert anode is used as a consumable carbon anode in this study, the electrolytic cell system is constructed as follows: graphite rod | O | Fe^+ | ZrO_2(MgO) | (FeO)_slag | iron crucible. CO gas bubbles are evolved at the anode and pure iron is obtained at the cathode.

![Figure 1. Schematic for electrolytic reduction with controlled oxygen flow](image)

Anode reaction: [C] + O^{2-} = CO + 2e
Cathode reaction: M^{2+} + 2e = M

3 Experimental

3.1 Slag preparation

The composition of the master slag selected was 58%SiO_2 - 25%CaO - 10%Al_2O_3 - 7%MgO (mass fraction), and the corresponding position point A in the phase diagram [17] was shown in Fig. 2. The slag at A position, which was with low melting point of 1226°C (estimated by the FactSage thermodynamic software [18]) and low erosion against MSZ tube [19], helped to improve electrolytic reduction. The master slags were prepared from analytical reagent SiO_2, CaO, Al_2O_3, and MgO powders mixed at components proportions. The FeO was prepared by heating FeC_2O_4*2H_2O under high purely Ar (99.999%) and examined by X-ray Diffraction (XRD). In experiment 1, the slag was prepared by mixing the FeO into the master slag with the mass ratio of FeO to master slag equal to 20:80. Experiment 2 was the blank test without FeO.

![Figure 2. Phase diagram of CaO-MgO-SiO_2 containing Al_2O_3 10% (mass fraction)](image)

3.2 Experimental process

The experiment was performed in two steps: first premelting slag material, and then the electrolysis experiment.

The slag with the mass of 18.00 g was put into a pure iron crucible (high 50 mm, depth 45 mm, inside diameter 20 mm, outer diameter 30 mm). A corundum crucible containing the pure iron crucible was placed within corundum furnace tube of a MoSi_2 resistance furnace. A 300 mL/min flow of purified Ar gas (by passing through thin copper wires and magnesium chips at 580°C) was introduced from the bottom of furnace tube. A graphite sleeve was surrounded in the upper of corundum furnace tube. The Ar gas and the graphite sleeve were used to prevent oxidation of both the slag and the iron crucible. A Pt-6%Rh/Pt-30%Rh thermocouple (type B) was employed to determine the experimental temperature. After the furnace was heated to 1400 °C, the slag sample was allowed to melt for 60 min. Then the iron crucible was taken out, and rapidly quenched in water, and then dried pre-slag material to reserve.

The electrolysis experimental apparatus was schematically shown in Fig. 3. The furnace configurations for electrolysis experiment were basically the same as that for the above slag premelting operation. In addition, a one-end-closed MSZ tube (inside diameter 7 mm, outside diameter 10 mm, length 78 mm) was served as oxygen-ion membrane to separate the anode (Fe-C sat melt side) and the cathode (the molten oxide slag side) at high temperature. Fe-C sat melt was prepared by mixing about 4.5g iron powders and 0.5g graphite powders.
inside the MSZ tube. A thin graphite rod with diameter 4mm and length 100mm was in contact with Fe-C\textsubscript{0} melt during electrolysis. The thin graphite rod, together with the thick graphite rod with diameter 7mm and length 500mm that connecting with a molybdenum wire (diameter 1mm) was served as an anode lead. The pure iron crucible which contained the pre-made slag was directly used as the cathode. A pure iron rod with a corundum protection tube was linked to the iron crucible as a cathode lead. The upper alumina lid of the pure iron crucible was perforated in the middle position, so that the MSZ tube could drill through to fasten in the center of the pure iron crucible. For the convenience of operation, the MSZ tube was extended with a long corundum tube (inside diameter 11mm, length 800mm) by high temperature cement.

The molybdenum wire and the pure iron rod were respectively connected with CHI1140A electrochemical analyzer controlled by a computer program, the applied voltage for experiment was set to 4V, the interval and sensitivity scale of the acquisition data was set to 1s and 0.2 A/V, respectively. The filter was chosen with automatic setting. After the furnace was heated at a rate of 5°C /min to 1450°C, the slag sample was allowed to melt for 30 min. Switched on CHI1140A, the thin graphite rod lead of the anode was inserted into the Fe-C\textsubscript{0} melt, and a half cell was made up. Then the half cell was immersed in the molten slag, the electrolytic cell was made up. Here the bottom of the MSZ tube should not touch the bottom of the pure iron crucible. The curve of the external current to the time was recorded in-situ by the CHI1140A electrochemical measurement system. The experiment was completed when the external current reached to a residual value with little variation. Experiment 2 was the blank with no FeO slag, the experiment process was the same as that of the experiment 1. After the experiment, the samples were observed with Nova 400 Nano SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) and EDS (Energy Disperse Spectroscopy) analysis.

### 3.3 Calculation for the FeO reduction ratio

Assuming that FeO in the molten slag is the only electro-active oxide, according to the Faraday’s law, the reduction ratio of FeO in the molten slag at different times can be calculated with the following formula (1):

\[
R = \frac{100 \times \int_{0}^{t} I_{\text{ion}} \, dt}{nmw_{\text{FeO}}} \%
\]

Where \( n \) the number of electrons taking part in the electrode reactions, \( n=2 \) in the present case; \( F \) the Faraday constant, \( F=96500 \) C/mol; \( I_{\text{ion}} \) the reduction oxygen ionic current in the ionic membrane, A; \( t \) the reduction time, s; \( m \) the slag mass, \( m=18.00g \); \( w_{\text{FeO}} \) the initial mass fraction of FeO in the molten slag, \( w_{\text{FeO}}=20\% \); \( M_{\text{FeO}} \) the molecular mass of FeO, \( M_{\text{FeO}}=72 \) g/mol; \( R \) the reduction ratio of FeO in the molten slag, \( \% \).

### 4. Results and discussion

#### 4.1 Analysis of the SEM images

The microstructures of the residual specimens were observed with a SEM after the experiment (Fig. 4). The SEM image of a slag/iron crucible interface is shown in Fig. 4(a). A lot of dendrites represented pure iron (confirmed by the EDS analysis) are full of inner dendrites around on the inner wall of the iron crucible cathode. Solid Fe dendrites exist mainly around on the inner wall of the iron crucible cathode and there are no Fe dendrites in the middle slag region due to no enough electrons or Fe\textsuperscript{2+} ions. Based on the iron crucible wall, solid Fe dendrites exist mainly around on the inner wall of the iron crucible cathode and there are no Fe dendrites in the middle region of slag away from the iron crucible wall. Under an applied voltage, oxygen ions in the molten slag migrated through the MSZ tube to the iron-carbon melt anode and were oxidized, CO gas bubbles were evolved and electrons were released. Fe\textsuperscript{2+} ions migrated to the iron crucible wall cathode, then obtained electrons to precipitate solid Fe dendrites on the iron crucible wall, the new solid dendrites might become automatically new cathode locations; more Fe\textsuperscript{3+} ions would continue to get electrons at the new locations to form more new solid Fe dendrites. On the one hand, Fe\textsuperscript{2+} ions in the molten slag migrated and enriched to the cathode region; on the other hand, there were no iron precipitation in the middle slag region due to no enough electrons or Fe\textsuperscript{2+} ions. Based on the iron crucible wall, solid Fe dendrites continuously grew and extended into the molten slag, interconnected and converged to groups until Fe\textsuperscript{2+} ions were completely reduced.

The SEM image of the MSZ tube slag interface is shown in Fig. 4(b). Some small iron beads are found near the MSZ tube slag interface, the same phenomenon was also observed in the short-circuit...
reduction [16, 20, 21]. This is because the MSZ tube is the oxygen-ion conductor with a certain electronic conductivity in nature. Not all electrons generated in the iron-carbon melt side reached the crucible cathode through the external circuit, but a small amount of electrons directly passed through the MSZ membrane to the MSZ tube slag interface, the adjacent Fe\(^{2+}\) ions at the interface could gain these electrons and were reduced to iron beads.

Two transport paths of the electrons generated in the iron-carbon melt side could be concluded that: (1) The electrons transported from the anode to the cathode through the external circuit, a large number of Fe dendrites were formed around the iron crucible wall; (2) A small part of the electrons directly passed to the MSZ tube slag interface through the MSZ membrane, and some little Fe beads were formed around the interface, but Fe bead amount was limited by the number of adjacent Fe\(^{2+}\) ions in the molten slag.

4.2 Analysis of the curve of external current to time

The curves of the external current to time of experiment 1 and experiment 2 are shown in Fig. 5, respectively. The curve 1 of experiment 1 with the slag containing 20% FeO can be divided into three stages. At stage 1, the current gradually increases about 1.5 hours before reaching the peak. At the beginning of the reaction, the active cathode area of smooth iron crucible wall for Fe\(^{2+}\) ions electrochemical reduction was actually small, less Fe\(^{2+}\) ions were directly reduced on the iron crucible wall and less Fe dendrites were formed, that was why electrochemical reaction was slow and the external current was small at the initial stage. The distribution of Fe\(^{2+}\) ions around the prominent places of the Fe dendrites could be regarded as the nearly spherical, the growth rate for the spherical parts of the dendrite was much faster than that for other positions (such as the iron crucible wall). Magnitude of curvature radius of dendrite tips was generally much smaller than the average diffusion layer thickness, so the diffusion flux at the tip position was much greater than that at other positions with the approximate plane, and this was in favor of larger current density and dendrites forming [22]. It can also be seen from Fig. 4(a), the quantity of Fe dendrites precipitated directly on the iron crucible wall is small, but that on the new Fe dendrites is very large. This indicates Fe precipitating on the new Fe dendrites is easier than on the iron crucible wall. Once Fe dendrites were precipitated on the iron crucible wall, there would be more Fe precipitation on the Fe dendrites, so the growth rate of Fe dendrites could be sped up, while the active cathode area were increased significantly. Therefore, the electrochemical reduction could be accelerated and the external current be increased till the maximum current value. A similar phenomenon had also been observed during electrolysis [23]. At stage 2, the current gradually decreases from the peak. With the reduction of FeO in the molten slag, the active cathode area had been great as it was already due to precipitation of Fe dendrites at stage 1, but now with the decrease of the FeO concentration in the molten slag, the FeO activity [18] and the slag conductivity [24] decreased. Simultaneously the slag viscosity increased [17], the ion diffusion flux decreased, thus the oxygen-ion current decreased, and the external current decreased. At stage 3, after the first two stages of electrochemical reduction, the FeO concentration in the molten slag was quite low, the current reached to a residual value with little variation, which indicated that the reduction reaction was close to complete at this stage.

The curve 2 mainly reflects the background current caused by some effects such as the reduction of impurities in the molten slag, “leakage” current [12] which directly passes from the cathode to the...
anode through the slag and the MSZ tube, and the resistance furnace electromagnetic fields, etc.

Also can be seen in Fig. 5, the residual current of the experiment 1 is larger about 0.1A than the blank experiment 2. It may be due to a change of the conduction mechanism nature of MSZ tube. During electrolysis the current could cause an increase of the electronic conductivity of the MSZ tube [14] in experiment 1 with FeO in the slag. Since there was no FeO in the slag in experiment 2, a very small current passed through the MSZ tube, the conductivity of the MSZ tube should have little change before and after experiment. Therefore, the changes of the MSZ tube conductivity were different in the two experiments. Here the conventional blank test (experiment 2) is not suitable for determining the current efficiency as a reference standard.

4.3 Equivalent circuit analysis

The reduction rate of FeO in the molten slag is closely related to the oxygen-ion current which passes through the oxygen-ion membrane, the equivalent circuit of the solid electrolyte was often used to analyze conduction mechanism by several researchers. According to the literature [12], the equivalent circuit for the present experimental can be shown in Fig. 6. The characteristics of slag electrochemical reduction process and the current expressions can be analyzed.

Fig. 4(b) shows that there are some iron beads reduced from the slag around the MSZ tube/slag interface, thus it can be concluded some electrons generated in the carbon saturated iron melt side directly passed through the MSZ tube into the slag in the initial period of the reaction. The direction of the above electron current is opposite with the shown in the Fig. 6, and apparently the current relationship is:

$$I_{ion} = I_{ex} + I_e$$

Here the electronic current $I_e$ did not only play no reduction role, but decreased the efficiency of applied voltage. With the reduction of FeO, the oxygen-ion current $I_{ion}$ in theory would gradually decrease to near 0. Finally, the external circuit current $I_{ex}$ was equal to the electronic current $I_e$. They could be regarded as the residual current, which indicated the FeO reduction had been basically completed.

It can be figured from the above, the current efficiency would be improved only when the ionic conduction of the MSZ tube and the molten slag increased, the electronic conduction decreased, even blocked off.
4.4 The FeO reduction ratio analysis

During the slag reduction process, the oxygen-ion current $I_{\text{ion}}$ and the electronic current $I_{\text{e}}$ could not be measured directly. In consideration of the $I_{\text{e}}$ is generally small, and it is opposite direction in the earlier and the later stage of the electrolysis, one can adopt $I_{\text{ion}} = I_{\text{ex}}$ to calculate $I_{\text{ion}}$ when $I_{\text{e}}$ is neglected. From the above analysis, the residual current should be deducted from $I_{\text{ex}}$ when calculating the reduction ratio. One can obtain the curve of the FeO reduction ratio to time as shown in Fig. 7 in accordance with formula (1). Comparing with Fig. 5, the reduction ratio increased rapidly at the beginning stage; 3 hours later, the reduction ratio increased slowly, the final reduction ratio calculated is about 88.5%.

![Figure 7. Curve of the FeO reduction ratio in the molten slag to time](image)

The color of the residual slag was found to become very light after experiment 1. The EDS analysis results for point B in Fig. 4(b) are listed in Table 1, which indicates that very small amount of FeO in the slag were not reduced yet. The final average reduction ratio of FeO in the molten slag was estimated to be 99%. The final reduction ratio calculated by the formula (1) was lower than that by the EDS analysis, this was because the former ignored the reduction role by the internal electronic current which passed directly through the MSZ tube.

Table 1. The EDS analysis of point B location in Fig.4(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass%</td>
<td>43.34</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>33.62</td>
<td>14.83</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

(1) Metal iron could be extracted from the molten oxide slag containing FeO by means of electrolysis with controlled oxygen flow at 1450°C and applied voltage of 4V. Solid iron mainly existed in the form of iron dendrites which distributed around the inner wall of the iron crucible cathode, a small amount of iron beads distributed around the MSZ tube/slag interface, but there was no metal iron in the middle slag region.

(2) During electrolysis with controlled oxygen flow for iron, iron dendrites’ precipitation and growth could lead to the cathode active area increasing significantly, promote the electrochemical reduction reaction. After the current reached to the extreme value, the rate of electrochemical reaction would decrease with a decrease of the ion diffusion flux in the molten slag.

(3) The electronic current through the MSZ tube played a different role at the early and the later period during the electrochemical reduction of FeO in the molten slag. The electronic conductivity of the oxygen-ion membrane could promote the reduction of FeO at the early period, but reduce the current efficiency at the later period. The key to improve the current efficiency is to increase the ionic conductivity of the slag and the oxygen-ion membrane, and decrease their electronic conductivity.

(4) The total reduction ratio of FeO in the molten slag included: reduction caused by external circuit current, as well as the reduction of the internal electronic current caused by the electronic conductivity of the oxygen-ion membrane. The final actual reduction ratio of FeO was about 99%.
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